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Abstract
This investigation analyzes the current state of neural networks, considers the available types, optimizers used for training, describes their benefits and disadvantages. The task of computer vision is defined and the answer to the question why the use of neural networks is an important task today is given. The powerful neural network from Google was proposed as an example and its algorithm is described in detail. Studies have shown how to configure models to get high performance.
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1. Introduction

At the moment, the task of recognizing X-ray images of patients with Covid-19 is extremely important. Proper recognition of indicators of the disease in the early stages, can significantly increase the chances of rapid recovery of a patient. Of course, the recognition of images can be done manually by highly qualified doctors, but in periods of pandemia, such staff is usually not enough, and in some medical institutions (especially in small towns) the amount of such a specialists in principle is limited. Therefore, automating the recognition of such images is of a high need.
One of the ways of automations of recognizing such images is n Artificial Neural Networks, which is used for computer vision tasks [1]. Recognition of objects in images and their classification is a task that significantly reduces the cost of various resources (time, money, etc.). An example is DeepFake [2,3], which allows you to replace people's faces with video and is distributed as an open source.

2. Review of neural network development tools

To create an efficient and modern neural network, it is important to use modern methods and tools of development. The necessary tools are: a programming language, a virtual environment that would allow you to easily run the application on another personal computer and a framework for working with neural networks.

The most commonly used programming language among scientists and engineers is Python [4]. It has several advantages over competitors in the paradigm of scientific work. First of all, it is the speed of mastery and strong support of the community. Many Python libraries for AI and ML, which significantly reduce costs and speed up development. Simple syntax and readability help test complex processes quickly and make the language understandable to everyone.

As you can see, Python has many advantages, but there are some limitations: because it is an interpreted language, Python can be slower than other compiled languages; Matlab lacks Python counterparts for several toolkits; MatPlotLib also has some problems, including the lack of a unified interfaces.

Popular frameworks are Pandas [5], Numpy [6], Scipy [7]. The list of libraries for working with neural networks includes PyTorch [8], Theano [9], Caffe [10], TensorFlow [11] and others.

There are several technologies in the development of artificial intelligence.

Apache MxNet [12] is a fast and flexible open source deep learning framework that supports state-of-the-art neural network technology, including convolutional neural networks and long-term short-term memory. Compared to Tensorflow, MXNet has less open source community, bug fixes and other features take longer due to a lack of basic community support. Although MxNet is widely used by many technical organizations, MxNet is not as popular as Tensorflow.

PyTorch [13] is an open source Python machine learning library based on the Torch machine learning library and well optimized for graphics processing (GPU). Deep neural networks and tensor calculations with acceleration on the graphics card are key features of the library. Disadvantages include the lack of interfaces for monitoring and visualization, such as TensorFlow. Also, PyTorch is a new deep learning system that currently has less community support.

Theano [14] is a Python library that allows you to define, optimize, and evaluate mathematical expressions using multidimensional arrays. The main purpose of the library is to work quickly with large neural networks. The disadvantage is that it has a complex syntax compared to Tensorflow, so it will not be the best choice for beginners.

Keras [15] is one of the main open source libraries for neural networks and machine learning. The feature is that it can work with Tensorflow, Deeplearning4j, MXNet, Microsoft Cognitive Toolkit (CNTK), Theano. Also, it implements optimizers, neural layers, layer activation functions, initialization schemes, cost functions and control models. Keras is not a full-fledged ML full library, but instead extends the functionality of other libraries.

Tensorflow [16] is an open library for machine learning. Provides an API for working with programming languages such as Java, C++, Haskell, Go and Python. In this library you can build neural networks for speech recognition, highlighting faces in photos, determining
the similarity of images and more. It has an excellent architecture that allows it to run on phones, servers and desktops. The main advantage is abstractions, which allow you to focus on the logic of the application, rather than on the small details of the implementation of certain algorithms. Disadvantages include the fact that TensorFlow is a bit slow compared to frameworks such as MxNet and CNTK, debugging can be a daunting task and a lack of OpenCL support.

To solve this problem, it was first decided to use existing open source models. Our model is based on the DenseNet model [17]. The advantages include the fact that a tight connection achieves fewer parameters and higher accuracy compared to ResNet [18] and Res - Pre-Activation ResNet [19].

In DenseNet, each layer receives additional inputs from all previous layers and passes its own function maps to all subsequent layers. Concatenation is used. Each layer receives "collective knowledge" from all previous layers.

Because each layer receives function maps from all previous layers, the network can be thinner and more compact, ie the number of channels can be smaller. Growth rate k is the additional number of channels for each layer.

For each layer of the composition apply the packet rate of pre-activation (BN) and ReLU, then 3 × 3 convolution. This is an idea from Pre-Activation ResNet [20].

The monk_v1 framework was used to quickly implement a convolutional neural network. This library implements an add-on to Tensorflow [21] and Keras [22] and contains popular open source models. DenseNet described above was selected from the list. As a result, an accuracy of 45.45% was obtained when passing the test data. When classifying images using this neural network, which is based on the DenseNet model, the results shown in Figures 1, 2, 3 were obtained.

**Figure 1**: An example of the X-ray classification of a healthy person
Figure 2: An example of the classification of X-rays of a sick person for viral pneumonia

As you can see in the images, this model could not learn well on the dataset and makes mistakes. Although the patient's picture could be classified correctly, but today the accuracy of 66% is very low.

The problem with this solution is the scale of coverage of possible categories of images with which the used model can work. Therefore, for specific tasks, it is better to use your own models.

That is why it was decided to develop our own model that would increase the accuracy of image recognition to an acceptable level.
3. Implementation and description of the software application
3.1. Architecture of a proposed model for a neural network

The list of layers included in the convolutional neural network includes: input layer, 2D convolution layers (Conv2D), aggregation layers for two-dimensional inputs (MaxPooling2D), layer of the average spatial data aggregation operation (AveragePooling2D), input smoother (Flatten), ordinary tightly connected layers (Dense). The hierarchy of layers in the model is presented in Figure 4.

**Figure 4:** Representation of the hierarchy of model layers

Figure 5 shows the total number of parameters that can be learned and not.

**Figure 5:** Representation of the number of parameters found by the model based on the input data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model: &quot;model&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Layer (type)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>input_1 (InputLayer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>block1_conv1 (Conv2D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>block1_conv2 (Conv2D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>block1_pool (MaxPooling2D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>block2_conv1 (Conv2D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>block2_conv2 (Conv2D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>block2_pool (MaxPooling2D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>block3_conv1 (Conv2D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>block3_conv2 (Conv2D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>block3_conv3 (Conv2D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>block3_pool (MaxPooling2D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>block4_conv1 (Conv2D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>block4_conv2 (Conv2D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>block4_conv3 (Conv2D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>block4_pool (MaxPooling2D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>block5_conv1 (Conv2D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>block5_conv2 (Conv2D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>block5_conv3 (Conv2D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>block5_pool (MaxPooling2D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average_pooling2d (AveragePooling2D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flatten (Flatten)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dense (Dense)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dropout (Dropout)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dense_1 (Dense)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Total params:** 14,747,650  
**Trainable params:** 32,962  
**Non-trainable params:** 14,714,688
As can be seen from Figure 5 of the 14 million parameters found by the model, only almost 33,000 are suitable for training.

3.2. Data set in use

Neural network learning is impossible without data, so one of the important tasks is to build a quality dataset.

There are the following sites that contain an open database of open licenses. These include CrowdANALYTIX, DrivenData, crowdAI and Kaggle.

CrowdANALYTIX, DrivenData, crowdAI are platforms for data forecasting competitions. Data is accessed after the user joins the competition.

Kaggle is a platform for date scientists, which competes in forecasting and data processing solutions. Any registered user can download a data set, and other users will offer their own solutions for the data set. The most important reason for choosing is that the data is available without joining the competition, as is necessary in others. That's why Kaggle allows you to download data and build your own large datasets from multiple datasets. That is why the Kaggle platform was chosen.

The dataset used was developed according to the following scheme: the first part is data and images of healthy chest images of people, which are designed to teach and verify the original results, the second one - consists of images of sick people on covid-19, annotations in format json and image metadata. The structure of the created dataset is shown in Figure 6.

![Figure 6: File structure of the used dataset.](image-url)
3.3. Data flow diagram of the developed software application

Figure 7 shows a data flow diagram of the created software product, from which we can see the sequence of processing and manipulation of data, starting with loading images that need to be recognized and ending with the output of recognition results with forecast.

![Data flow diagram](image)

**Figure 7**: Data flow diagram of the developed software.

3.4. Application components and interfaces

The software product consists of:
- Script for data representation
- implementation of Artificial neural network (ANN);
- implementation of access to the trained model and output of results.

A squeak was used to clear some of the data, which allowed for better output and reduced noise. In the module where the ANN is implemented, the model is created, trained with representative data after script cleaning and saving the model for further use and API architecture. In the module where the model is accessed, it is downloaded and activated for further use. The output of forecasts is also in this module.

In the first module there is work with data, their last preparation for training. Figure 8 shows the images that were prepared and displayed as an array using the matplotlib library.
Figure 8: An array of prepared data of chest images of healthy people

Figure 9 shows the last preparation for learning these chest images of sick people in the form of an array.

Figure 9: Array of chest images of patients with Covid-19

After the learning process, a general graph is displayed on the prepared data (see Fig. 10) to understand the effectiveness of the created model and training data using the matplotlib library. The graph shows the main criteria for evaluating the model.

The x-axis shows the percentage scale, where 0 corresponds to 0%, and 1 corresponds to 100%, and the y-axis shows the number of epochs (cycles) of training. As can be seen from the graph, the metrics accuracy of verification and accuracy go to 1, which is a good result for the model and means high accuracy of image classification, which was the goal. And the parameter of loss (error) goes to the minimum values during all epochs of training.
In the third module there is a connection of the created model for the analysis of input images and assignment of their class. The image (see Fig. 11) which shows the tested attempt is a picture of the diseased chest and, as can be seen from the result, the neural network performed the task correct.

**Figure 10**: Graph of losses and accuracy of the model

![Graph of losses and accuracy](image)

**Figure 11**: Display the result of the image check

```
[[9.99893785e-01 1.06217165e-04]]
[0]
```

Forecast: Covid-19
Healthy chest image recognition will also be tested. The neural network also performs this task correctly (see Fig. 12).

![Image of chest X-ray with text: Forecast: Non_Covid-19]

**Figure 12:** Display the result of the image check

A number of iterations of the test were performed (12 times the chest images alternated in any form), the result was reliable answers during all iterations. That is, using our own model and optimized dataset, we have increased the accuracy of X-ray recognition by more than 30%.

All the processes that take place during the creation of the application were run on a powerful remote virtual machine, which reduced the learning time of ANN. On a virtual machine, the speed of one epoch (see Figure 13) took from 6 seconds 402 milliseconds to 3 seconds 160 milliseconds.
Figure 13: Display the speed of training in seconds for each era

4. Conclusion

This investigation analyzes the current state of neural networks, identifies the tasks of computer vision and answers why the use of neural networks is an important task today. Also, the available types of neural networks were considered, the optimizers used for training described their advantages and disadvantages.

Research has shown how to configure models to get high performance in the end, and this has influenced the requirements for your own model.

As an example of the use of open models for neural networks, an open model SNM was created and it was demonstrated why their use is not suitable for specific tasks (recognition accuracy was within 66%).

A functioning convolutional neural network was developed for the classification of images of chest images, which allowed to increase the recognition accuracy compared to open models by more than 30%. This allows us to conclude that the model architecture used and the optimizer are the most optimal for this task. Iterative testing demonstrated the effectiveness of the neural network. Also, the evaluation of the model could be seen on the accuracy coefficients and on the loss functions (accuracy coefficients go to 1, and the loss (error) parameter goes to the minimum values during all epochs of training).

This allows us to conclude that the created ANN can be successfully used for X-ray recognition of patients, providing recognition accuracy of up to 100%
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